
After the Garden Apart-

ments in Newark,

D e l a w a re, were gutted

by fire in January 1990,

engineers examined the building

and found that the brick facades

w e ren’t tied back to the 4-inch

brick backup. To reanchor the

brick, the engineers, Gredell &

Paul Engineering, Wi l m i n g t o n ,

D e l a w a re, approved use of me

chanical or adhesive anchors.

H i red to do the work, Vi c t o r

Squillace Mason Contractors,

Wilmington, decided an epoxy

system would be the quickest way

to install the 1,000 anchors that

w e re needed. For each anchor,

Squillace drilled one hole, installed

a stainless steel screen filled with

e p o x y, then inserted a 3⁄8x 6 - i n c h

stainless steel rod in the hole. In-

stalling the anchors cost about

$4,000 (labor only) and took 12

workers about 5 days.

Last year, when engineers

looked through a borescope into

the hollow masonry walls of the

Thomasville Furniture Wa re h o u s e

in Thomasville, North Caro l i n a ,

they found that 80% of the mason-

ry headers connecting the two

load-bearing brick wythes were

cracked. The engineers, Sutton-

Kennerly and Associates, Gre e n s-

b o ro, also found that the exterior

brick facade was bowed and

cracked. In fact, a few wall sections

had bowed so much that they had

collapsed a few years earlier.

D i ff e rential movement between

the inner and outer wythes had

caused the problems at the

Thomasville Wa rehouse. Unlike

the inner wythe, the outer wythe

was exposed to moisture and larg e

t e m p e r a t u re swings—yet it didn’t

contain any expansion joints. The

result: the brick headers cracked

and eventually the wall bowed.

To reanchor the four-story walls,

Sutton-Kennerly decided to install
3⁄8-inch-diameter mechanical an-

chors. Because these re a n c h o r i n g

fasteners are smaller than most ad-

hesive anchors, they are less rigid

and should allow more diff e re n t i a l

movement between the two

wythes than adhesive anchors

w o u l d .

Since early this year, George W.

Kane Construction Co. of Gre e n s-

b o ro has been installing the more

than 33,000 mechanical anchors re-

q u i red to pin the masonry on this

1 0 - y e a r-old, 17-acre ware h o u s e .

The masonry repair work also in-

cludes cutting vertical expansion

joints in the exterior wythe, re-

building some severely bowed

wall sections, and bracing others.

Reanchoring saves money
When wall ties are missing or

c o r roded or brick headers are bro-

ken, the exterior brick or portions

of it can fall from the building. This

happened at the Thomasville Fur-

n i t u re Wa rehouse. A common but

expensive repair is to replace part

or all of the brick. Reanchoring the

brick to the backup costs much less

and is just as effective if the condi-

tions that lead to the failed wall

ties are corrected too. Though the

masonry repair work on the

Thomasville Wa rehouse cost $1.5

Reanchoring brick
Adhesive or double
expansion anchors can
resecure brick facades

By Mark A. Wallace

Adhesive anchors are installed
by filling a screen tube with
adhesive (top), inserting the
tube in a clean, drilled hole
(middle), then inserting a steel
rod inside the screen (bottom).
Inserting the rod pushes the
adhesive through the screen
into the masonry, bonding the
two together.



million, this was still less expen-

sive than closing the ware h o u s e ,

demolishing the walls, and re-

building them.

Several anchor manufacture r s

o ffer proprietary systems for re a n-

choring brick veneer. Most of them

a re similar to the adhesive and me-

chanical systems used on

Newark’s Garden Apartments and

the Thomasville Wa re h o u s e .

Adhesive systems
Most adhesive anchors are in-

stalled in similar ways, using an

epoxy or polyester adhesive. First

you drill a hole, then brush and

blow out the hole to re m o v e

drilling dust (don’t use steel bru s h-

es). Fill a steel screen tube with the

adhesive and insert the filled

s c reen in the hole. Then, while

holding the tab attached to the end

of the screen, insert a steel ro d ,

turning it slightly to ensure a good

b o n d .

Holding the tab prevents the

s c reen from being pushed further

into the hole when the rod is in-

serted. Inserting the rod pushes

the adhesive through the screen in-

to the pores of the masonry. This

bonds the masonry and the rod to-

g e t h e r. In the cavity between

wythes, it also creates an enlarg e d

bulb of adhesive that keys the an-

chor in place.

In the last few years, injection

guns have become available that

e n s u re proper proportioning and

mixing of the two components

needed to make polymer adhe-

sives. Hardener and resin come

p repackaged in two-tube car-

tridges. You open one end of a car-

tridge, attach it to a nozzle, then

snap the cartridge into the hand-

gun. Next, open the valve on the

nozzle and squeeze the handle to

f o rce the components out the car-

tridge and into the nozzle. (On

some guns, pumping pre s s u re can

be adjusted to match temperature

conditions.) The nozzle contains a

static mixer that folds the hard e n e r

and resin together many times.

For high-volume jobs, pneumat-

ic injection guns also are available.

P ress the trigger and adhesive dis-

penses instantly. Release the trig-

ger and the flow stops.

With traditional bulk systems,

the quality of the material is deter-

mined by the person in the field

who measures the two compo-

nents and stirs them together in a

bucket. If the proportions are off

10% to 15% or the materials are n ’ t

mixed well, the adhesive might

not even hard e n .

Both epoxy and polyester adhe-

sives have short pot lives. Once the

adhesive is mixed in a bucket,

workers must race to use it before

it sets. With the new injection

equipment, the material is mixed

as it’s injected, so only the amount

needed is made. Discarding left-

over material or letting material set

b e f o re it’s used is eliminated.

The new injection guns make in-

stalling the adhesive easier and

m o re effective too. Pouring batch-

mixed adhesive from a bucket into

a horizontal hole is difficult and

may leave voids. Injecting it under

p re s s u re fills holes completely.

Polyester or epoxy?
This new injection equipment

has made epoxies, which are more

sensitive than polyesters to im-

p roper proportioning, much more

reliable for anchoring than they

once were. But polyesters are still

viable and widely used.

For most masonry pinning,

polyester or epoxy pro v i d e

enough bond strength, though

epoxies can be stro n g e r. With ei-

ther material, the failure usually

occurs in the masonry, not in the

adhesive. Because polyesters are

t h i n n e r, they may penetrate better

in very porous materials. Epoxies,

h o w e v e r, wet brick better and

b reak through dust better. Both

materials can be applied to damp

holes and still obtain good bond.

Both materials set quickly too.

For example, at 68°F one polyester

on the market has a gel time (pot

life) of 6 minutes and sets in 1

h o u r. A proprietary epoxy that is

available cures at about the same

rate. Curing time varies with indi-

vidual pro d u c t s .

Polyesters shrink more than

epoxies after curing. Most poly-

esters on the market are filled so

Expansion anchors for pinning
brick have two expansion
sleeves, one for the backup and
one for the facade. First the
inside sleeve usually is installed
(top) then torqued (bottom).
Then the outside sleeve is
installed and torqued.



they shrink less than 5%. Epoxies

shrink less than 1%. Epoxies also

have a higher flash point (200° F)

and longer shelf life (2 years). Poly-

esters have a low flash point (93°

F), and the polymers in polyesters

begin to break down after several

m o n t h s .

Both epoxies and polyesters are

toxic and should be handled with

c a re. Workers should avoid skin

contact and the work area should

be ventilated. Epoxy pro p o n e n t s

say epoxies are safer than poly-

esters. Polyesters contain styre n e ,

which has been classified as “pos-

sibly carcinogenic to humans” by

the International Agency for Re-

s e a rch on Cancer. One polyester

anchor manufacturer admits

s t y rene has been put on the ques-

tionable list but says there is no

conclusive proof that it causes

c a n c e r.

Mechanical systems
Expansion anchors, like those

used in the Thomasville Wa re-

house, consist of two expansion

sleeves, one for the backup and

one for the facade, connected by a

flexible wall tie. To install an ex-

pansion anchor, you drill a hole in

the mortar joint of the outer wythe,

typically at the T-intersection of a

head and bed joint. For hollow

masonry backups, you change

drill bits, align the new bit in the

center of the facade hole, and drill

a smaller hole in the backup

wythe. After cleaning the hole

with forced air, you insert the an-

c h o r. Depending on the anchor de-

sign, insert the entire anchor or just

the inner expander assembly. First

t o rque the inner expansion sleeve

so it’s secured to the backup. Then

remove the torquing device and

install the outer sleeve if it’s not al-

ready assembled. Finally torq u e

the outer sleeve to secure it to the

outer wythe.

For solid backups, such as con-

c rete, the same hole size is drilled

in both the facade and the backup.

For hollow masonry backups, two

d i ff e rent sized holes are re q u i re d ,

one in the facade and a smaller one

in the backup. However, special

carbide drill bits are available that

can drill both holes in one step,

without having to change drill bits.

To refasten brick to wood studs,

metal studs, or structural steel, the

inside expansion assembly can be

replaced with other hard w a re ,

such as a threaded end, nut and

w a s h e r, or toggles.

Combination system
One proprietary pinning system

i n t roduced in the United States

this year after about 5 years of use

in Europe is part adhesive and

part mechanical. Neither a scre e n

nor an expansion bolt is used. In-

stead you drill a hole in the brick

or mortar joint of the facade ma-

s o n r y, then change bits and drill a

pilot hole in the backup. Next, in-

sert one of the stainless steel ties in

a special support tool and slip it

t h rough the hole in the facade.

Hammer the tool until the helical,

self-tapping tie is anchored in the

backup. Then remove the tool and

use it to push a plastic sleeve into

the hole until the sleeve is flush

with the cavity. The sleeve cleans

out the dust and seals the hole at

the cavity, so you’re ready for the

final step: injecting the adhesive in-

to the hole.

This system anchors the tie me-

chanically to the backup and adhe-

sively to the facade. Because the tie

doesn’t rely on expansion, it can be

used close to edges. It also pro-

vides lateral flexibility for accom-

modating normal building move-

m e n t s .

Adhesive or mechanical?
Which system is better to use?

An engineer who has examined

the symptoms and causes of the

building’s problems should de-

cide. Adhesive anchors generally

a re stronger than mechanical an-

chors. To obtain good bond,

though, adhesive anchors must be

installed in well-cleaned holes. Ad-

hesives don’t bond well thro u g h

d u s t .

Most mechanical anchors work

by expanding a metal sleeve until

the sleeve grips the inside of the

drilled hole. In hollow masonry

backups, the expanded sleeve

grips the back of the hole. Some

materials, such as thin-wall terra-

cotta, are too fragile and can’t

withstand this expansive stre s s .

Because of this, mechanical an-

chors also can’t be applied as close

to an edge or as close to one anoth-

er as adhesive anchors can. Adhe-

sive anchors strengthen the sur-

rounding material instead of

s t ressing it. Thus they can be in-

stalled where high setting stre s s e s

a re harmful, such as in cracked

b r i c k .

Mechanical anchors tend to be

m o re flexible than adhesive an-

chors, allowing more diff e re n t i a l

movement between masonry

wythes. Adhesive anchors are

m o re rigid. A 3⁄8-inch-diameter ro d

c reates a 5⁄8- i n c h - d i a m e t e r, compos-

ite, rigid tie once the adhesive is

pushed out the scre e n .

Because mechanical anchors

don’t have to cure, they can be

loaded immediately. They also

p rovide better quality assurance

during installation. Because the an-

chor is secured to each wythe inde-

p e n d e n t l y, the anchorage to each

wythe can be tested independently

at any time. This is one reason me-

chanical anchors were chosen for

the Thomasville Wa re h o u s e .

Workers secured the anchor to the

backup, then the next day they

t o rqued it again and checked its

f i x i t y. Next they secured the an-

chor to the outside wythe and

checked its fixity.



Though rarely done, adhesive

anchors can be tested if long ro d s

that project from the wall are used.

With the combination anchor de-

scribed earlier, the backup anchor-

age can be tested before the facade

connection is made. After the tie is

a d h e red to the facade, both con-

nections can be tested together.

Some contractors prefer me-

chanical anchors because they can

feel the anchors become secured as

the anchors are tightened. They

can’t feel adhesives set. Mechanical

anchors also aren’t toxic to the skin

or lungs (of workers or building

tenants) and don’t re q u i re any spe-

cial disposal measures. They can

be installed in cold weather

( w h e reas adhesives set much more

slowly) and their performance

isn’t affected by high temperature s

(some adhesives lose stre n g t h

above 125°F, which masonry can

easily reach in direct sunlight).

Brick pinning trends
A c c o rding to one anchor manu-

f a c t u re r, in 1980 about 1% of all an-

chors, including those for masonry

pinning, were adhesive anchors. In

1987, 15% were adhesive anchors.

By 1995, he predicts 35% of all an-

chors will be adhesive. Though

this company once made mechani-

cal anchors for masonry pinning, it

now makes only adhesive anchors

for this use.

Other anchor manufacturers al-

so have decided to concentrate on

adhesive anchors for masonry pin-

ning. One company that makes

both mechanical and adhesive an-

chors claims mechanical anchors

a re more appropriate for re a n c h o r-

ing masonry but admits that the

competition is forcing him more

into adhesive anchors.

This manufacturer says for a

brick and block wall with a 2-inch

c a v i t y, mechanical anchors cost $10

to $20 installed and adhesive an-

chors cost $13 to $28 installed. One

epoxy anchor manufacturer says

epoxy anchors cost $8 to $14 each,

not including installation labor.

As older buildings and land-

mark stru c t u res need fortifying

and unre i n f o rced masonry build-

ings need strengthening against

earthquakes, the need for mason-

ry pinning—and re t rofit an-

chors—is bound to gro w. Though

expensive, reanchoring a brick fa-

cade usually costs much less than

removing and rebuilding it. An-

chors can be installed from the in-

side or outside and leave only

small holes that are easily filled

with mortar or caulk.          
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